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Loading your capability Statement into Connex Oklahoma  

Sections:  

Step by step to upload a capability statement --------------------------------- Page 1-2 
Capability statement template  -------------------------------------------------- Page 3  
Sample capability statement descriptions ------------------------------------- Page 4 
Public, private, confidential overview ----------------------------------------- Page 5 

 

1. Log in to https://oklahoma.mfgconnex.com  
2. Hover over your username in top-right corner and click on "My Org" to get to your organization's profile 

page. 

 

3. As you navigate your Organization Profile, each section will contain an update button that allows you 
to add/edit/delete information from your profile.  Information that you add to your profile will 
immediately become searchable by other CONNEX users. 

 

If your user is tied to multiple 
organizations, the "My Org" link will 
become "My Orgs" and allow you to 
choose the organization profile page you 
want to view/edit.  
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4. Once on the edit page, you 
can add, update, and remove 
information from your 
profile.  You can navigate 
directly to the capability 
statements section via a 
navigation menu on the left. 
 

5. Once you are on the 
capability statements page, 
click “Create New 
Capability Statement” and a 
new box will appear on the 
right side of the screen. You 
can paste a description into 
the box or upload a PDF. 
The search function will 
pull information from a PDF 
if you decide to only upload 
a premade document.   

 

6. Once you have either entered your capability statement or uploaded your PDF statement click “save” in 
the lower right corner.   

 

Please note** You can 
make your Capability 
Statement Public or 
Members Only. For 
more information on 
the difference between 
these categories, see 
page 5.  
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Capability Statement Template:  
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Sample Capability Statement Descriptions:  

Below are some sample Capability Statements from manufacturers across the U.S. These are intended as 
guidance for manufacturers. The key here is to encourage manufacturers to put any industry specific 
certifications, buzzwords, or machinery that other manufacturers might use when using the search feature. 

Company 
Name 

Capability Statement Sate 

Extreme 
Tactical, Inc. 

Extreme Tactical, is a full product provider for Tactical Equipment, Duty 
Gear, Weapons, Ammunition (both including Non-Standard), Accessories, 
Uniforms, Safety Gear & Equipment including emergency services, highway 
equipment and supplies, tools, generators, food, water, medical supplies, 
Vehicle Parts & Components, Explosives, Training, Training Aids and 
Instructional Material. ETI also specializes in Inert Weapons, Explosives and 
IEDs (improvised explosive devices). We supply a variety of quality and 
realistic inert training aids, ordnance, weapons and ammunition most of 
which are x-ray correct and relevant to current threats. In addition, ETI has 
expert instructors who are Veterans from all branches of the Military, Law 
Enforcement and licensed EMTs who teach classes from pre*deployment, 
homemade explosives (HME), EOD (explosive ordnance disposal), combat 
medical, basic to advanced firearms and foreign weapons training. ETI can 
now provide AI/ML services and C-UAS drones.  

FL 

PSI 
Manufacturing 
Operations, 
LLC  

PSI Manufacturing Operations LLC manufactures aircraft engine and gas 
turbine engine hardware such as integrally bladed rotors, blisks, IBR's, disks, 
stators, vanes, blades, fan hardware, compressor hardware, combustor 
hardware, turbine hardware, exhaust nozzle hardware, plumbing and 
externals hardware, and controls hardware.  

FL 

Gator 
Machining 
LLC  

ISO 9001:2000 Compliant CNC Precision Milling & Turning CAD/CAM 
Manufacturing Tooling & Fixtures Controlled Inspection Room Prototype to 
High Production Very Clean Manufacturing Environment  

FL 

WesTest 
Engineering 
Corporation 

WesTest Designs and manufactures Automatic Test Equipment Systems, 
VXIbus Instruments, PCMCIA Cards, Interface Test Adapters, Custom 
'Turnkey' ATE Systems, Printed Circuit Cards, Electronic Boxes and 
develops control and test software to support these products. 

UT 

Borsight, Inc ISR system development and installation, Avionics and EW Systems 
Integration, Self-Protection systems, Weapons Systems Integration-
Hardware/Software/OFP; Flight Test; Configuration Control/Management; 
FAA Certs; OFP, Development/Integration, Independent Verification & 
Validation; Software/Hardware Mods & Sustainment; Cybersecurity, Depot 
Management Engineering/Technical Services, Android, Threat detection 

UT 

CVR 
Industries, 
Inc. 

CVR Industries offers turning and milling services with 5-axis capabilities. 
We perform full-service fabrication and are a ne stop shop for cutting, 
welding, and machining. We offer fiber laser table cuts up to 5/8 inch steel, 
3/8 aluminum, and 3/8 stainless steel. We offer 3-d printing services. 

AR 
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Public, Private, Confidential:  

Your Organization Profile is split into three (3) sections: Public Information, Members-Only Information, 
and Confidential Information. 

 

Public 
Viewable by anyone visiting https://oklahoma.mfgconnex.com.  Does not require a 
login to CONNEX to view. 

Members-Only Viewable by member organization users, i.e. anyone with a login to CONNEX. 

Confidential Restricted to users of your organization and select CONNEX staff members only. 

 

 


